The use of a system analysis approach to electrodiagnostic (ERG and VEP) assessment.
To evaluate the integrity of a biological system and its constituent functional units, a systematic study of input-output relations adopted from engineering has proven appropriate. With such an approach, sequential analysis can be implemented to probe the various parameter extractions along, for example, the visual system. The a priori assumption in this approach is that the visual world is processed along functionally separate pathways yielding distinct percepts such as contrast and motion. This so-called channel approach has proven useful not only to basic vision research but also for clinical application. The present overview shows that on the basis of the ERG or VEP, a type of functional anatomy can be performed with the biological system of interest remaining intact. Finally, it will be demonstrated that electrophysiological output parameters of the visual system can also serve as a non-invasive entry to investigate general systemic disorders.